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Summary 
 

 The S&P500 index  is expected to stay under the 200-dEMA line and hold above the 
2650 level for this week. 

 
 Oil  is expected to stay under $29.50; minor buying pressure is expected to continue 

building around the $10 area 
 

 GOLD  is expected to hold above $1650.  
 
 
 
 

Weekly Outlook for 
April 27 – May. 1 2020 
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY): 
 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Neutral  
Trade strategy:  short under 2950 line with protective stop 
 
SP 500 index paused its advance below the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level and the 20-
wEMA line last week. The 2925-50 zone becomes as a very important area for the 
intermediate- and long-term. The V-shape bounce looks bullish, but upside momentum showed 
less and less strength. The 200-wEMA line at the 2665 level could help to hold the market up 
at month-end. As we move past the end of April and into May, the 2650 level will be crucial in 
determining the intermediate-term direction of the market. If it breaks down, the bulls will start 
scrambling for the exit.  
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  down  
Trade strategy:   Short under 2950 line with protective stop loss 
 
The SP500 index chopped around its 50-dEMA line last week.  It managed to hold above the 
20-dEMA line (red) which boosted the price to a close above the 50-dEMA. The price action 
seems bullish, but momentum for the recent rally seems exhausted.  Based on the daily chart, 
the Index appears to be in wave 4 of the current bounce, which suggests one last push up to end 
the current trend. The 200-dEMA line overhead is the current resistance level. The daily PMO 
indicator is getting overbought.  2750 will become a key line for this week. A move below it 
could lead the index back down to the 2600 area or lower to fill the early April island gap at the 
2525 area this week  
 

 
 

Weekly Option  
 Strike price Expiration 

Date 
Strike price Expiration 

Date 

 2955.00    

Meanline  2800.00 4/27/2020 ****  

 2550.00    

**** see daily trading plan 
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL)  
 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Down with oversold 
Trade strategy:  Short under $30 and buy above the $6.50 zone  
 
The intermediate-term outlook is bearish. The May contract crashed at expiration, which wiped 
out the entire premium on the June contract and produced a negatively discounted oil price. 
That might be regarded as a trading blip that shouldn't disrupt oil price movement. More 
serious is the low world-wide demand for oil which is seriously affecting prices. It should have 
been factored into the price a long time ago. It is being accommodated now, and despite the 
momentarily negative price for oil — the first since the Second World War — and the lack of 
storage, there is still some demand. Therefore, we expect oil to build a range under $30 and 
above $6 for the intermediate term.  
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: down with oversold 
Trade strategy:   Short under $29.50 and buy above $10.25 with protective stop.  
 
Oil had an oversold bounce last week. It managed to hold above $10 after the May contract 
expired last Tuesday. The June contract had wiped out all of the previous $5 a barrel premium 
and returned its normal trading level, an overreaction that should not have surprised our 
traders. Now the $20.25-$19.50 zone is the first overhead resistance zone. As long as oil 
manages to stay below that level, the price could return close to the $10 area for testing, and 
possibly re-test the $6.50 level. The outcome of the coronavirus lockdown in Russia and the 
USA will largely determine the short-term activity in oil.   
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD) 

 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought 
Trade strategy:  buy above $1600 area with protective stop 
 
The intermediate-term outlook for Gold is still bullish. The trend remains up. The weekly PMO 
indicator is overbought, and so is the slow STO indicator. Both suggest that Gold either pauses 
under the $1788 level or pulls back into the $1700-$1675 zone to establish the final monthly 
settlement price on Thursday of this week. The strong US dollar has prompted some investors 
to use Gold to hedge against the dollar. We expect Gold to hold above the various momentum 
indicators (20/40/50/200-wEMA lines) for the time being. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Up with overbought 
Trade strategy:  Aggressive short on last week's high area and buy any dip around the 
$1600 level.  
 
Gold attempted to make a possible double top pattern last week, but the price stopped a few 
steps below the prior week’s high. This week is the month-end for April. Gold will continue to 
see profit-taking if the price fails to move up to the $1788 level. If it starts to decline, the first 
short-term support is at the $1650 area. As long as that support holds up, the short-term uptrend 
in Gold remains intact.  
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS 
 

 
 


